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Neurosurgeon and wildly controversial Paleo blogger Dr. Jack Kruse provides us his initial book, Epi-paleo Rx: The
Prescription for Disease Reversal and Optimal Health. Perhaps Kruse's more amazing contributions to Paleo literature
are his results on cold therapy: the result of cold conditions, immersion in cold water, and ice pack therapy on disease
reversal, discomfort, and optimal living. The materials weaves collectively surprises from our Ice Age origins with the
new science of epigenetics, or the result of diet and environment on gene expression. Kruse explains how our origins as
cold-adapted mammals contain the essential to disease reversal, using a shocking biohack to prove his theory. He
discusses which labs to order and why, why your doctor is obligated to create you a prescription its not necessary, the
vital functions daylight and darkness perform in metabolism, and the optimal diet for different levels of health and
different times of calendar year. Kruse, who used his findings to lose 140 pounds and pack on muscles, requires the
reader through his prescriptions for obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, osteoporosis, autoimmunity, mind health,
and maturing. A champion of "biohacking", the art of trying out one's personal biology, Kruse pounces on his own
profession's ineptness with regards to chronic circumstances and urges visitors to take health care to their own hands.
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A one degree change. But I don't think all his statements are in fact valid;. It only takes a shift of one degree to end up
in a completely different location as time passes. If you believe, as I really do, there is more wrong with medicine than
there is correct read this book merely to open up the options to discovering why you are ill, not just masking the issue...
An ounce of avoidance will probably be worth a pound of get rid of. I am a do it oneself kind of person, if you want a
organized formula with step-by-step directions this book (by itself) will not offer that for you personally, though there
are many RX's provided if you can detect it. After scanning this, I understand why, it is not JUST a thyroid condition, but
no one else was looking that deeply involved with it, so today I am self treating, and finding much better results. After
experimenting with various products I've arrive to restrict the list of "good" products to an extremely few, many of
them based on whole meals (like royal jelly) rather than insulated chemicals;.He also advocates the usage of certain
products.Why? Because I really believe he is on to something here, medication has failed them as well, but this might
provide hope for them as it has me.Another person noted it was hard to follow and there are some typo's. Probably it is
best suited throughout to additional medical people?We picked this publication up after doing some study on a decade
old thyroid condition that MD's and NMD's have didn't resolve. at least one is not in my case. Fascinating, if Difficult
material This is an interesting book. Jack Kruse is actually incredibly intelligent and far of the book is definitely
manageable, but parts are simply beyond comprehension. Even if I can’t agree today with all what the author
recommended in 2013 , the most informations might help everybody to understood disease and gain wellness again. At
this point, I keep wading through it, but honestly, I will most likely make it with plenty of understanding to make it
useful for changing my entire life. I'm a medical doctor with a doctorate degree. Both true, but not distracting enough
to prevent me from taking in a lot of the text message and considering how exactly to apply the information, even if it
means re-reading here and there. Many thanks for writing this book. No faith in US healthcare system After retiring
from 24 years of accounting, I threw all my meds away and stayed outside in my own yard. Health changing info -
editing a tragedy I just finished reading the Kindle edition of this book. Not long ago i started Dr.! The writer has taken
the concepts of several others, repackaged them, offered them a new name, and markets it as his good plan.
Unfortunately, as is the experience of many after hCG, I've been struggling to maintain my fat. Part 2 can be his current
blog which fine detail the partnership of light-water-magnetism alive. If memory serves, I've repeated that scenario
three times since arriving at my goal the first time. In my experience, it's just not feasible to edit one's personal work. I
am eating this way for two weeks, and today my weight is dependable stable. I've zero cravings and incredibly little
hunger. As of two times ago, I've stopped consuming lunch and, so far, am doing extremely well (not wanting to eat
because I'm not hungry until supper). This has been extremely easy, and the huge benefits began pretty much the
minute I started.I've also had problems with chronic exhaustion, and recently, due to a loss of life in my own family, my
stress levels have already been pretty high, resulting in terrible insomnia. After fourteen days on the leptin reset, my
sleep is improving, and I've more energy most days. I'm looking forward to seeing how I'm performing after a month or
two.Apart from my own positive experience, I appreciate having an improved understanding of leptin and the various
other factors Dr. Kruse covers in this reserve. I had been familiar with some of the principles, but viewing how leptin is
linked to so very much physiological function apart from appetite and pounds was exciting, and I've already found the
information to be useful.As far as editing - it's quite bad. If the info in the book hadn't been so excellent, I would have
docked my review one more superstar. When Dr. Kruse writes in his blog, I can forgive the sloppy editing and less-than-
wonderful writing design, but with a reserve, I expect far better. Honestly, I question if he even acquired anyone edit his
manuscript. I am a specialist editor, and I've carried out some writing previously. This topic ought to be a significant
subject of research in cutting edge root cause analysis in healthcare. I was really within my wit's end when I came
across the leptin reset.I believe it would be useful for Dr. This book was of zero value, waste of money and time. I'm a
doctor, We support Paleo, this reserve is a poorly performed recycling. Having such an unhealthy presentation takes
away from the credibility of the material, in my opinion. read this reserve with an open mind and a grain of salt A really
interesting reserve. Quite intriguing. The author appears both insane and genius - all in a single :)I have an autoimmune
disease and the info he provides on the subject is quite near my own conclusions from personal experience, not only
from what I've learnt from various other authors. It's up to you to decide from what extent are willing to experiment



with his suggestions.The writer make very bold statements on a lot of topics, including type I diabetes. I obtain the sense
he is trying to be as unintelligible as possible therefore he can string people along, so they pay him for even more
inconclusive and convoluted info...I guess only time will tell.. But if you're ready to read and utilize this for connecting
the dots as I did so you may find it quite compelling and useful. He advocates a zero-carb diet in winter. Just after
feeling its side effects, did I find that it aggravates adrenal exhaustion and that (particularly) ladies need a somewhat
low quantity of carbs within their diet to make sure hormonal stability.! Kruse's "leptin reset", and so far, it certainly
has changed my life. Thank you quite definitely. I have attempted a ketogenic diet plan and boy!. I will recommend this
publication to my relative that is clearly a diabetic/bariatric individual, my chronic fibromyalgia friend, and the main
one who suffers terribly with chronic migraines and epilepsy. coQ10 for instance has a quite strong estrogenic effect in
my case.In conclusion, read this book with an open mind and a grain of salt as well! A few of the statements within is
quite well valid, however, many may not.The knowledge he provides on osteoporosis can be innovative and my guess is
he is right on most things connected to this topic. Excellent service. Sadly this book is indeed complicated and
convoluted that you have the sense you can't basically get a straight reply or clear road map on how best to progress.
I'm not really doing that ever again. Component 1 of the story Dr Jack Kruse's reserve the Epi-paleo Rx is component 1
of the tale of the mitochondriac. Browse this first to really understand todays health "cures", important lab ideals,
avoiding major diseases today, "factor x" and how exactly to CT properly. Each time I've gotten to my goal weight, I've
finished up gaining back 10 or 15 pounds following the round has ended, even carefully following instructions for
transition and maintenance. Waste of time This book is quite interesting and I am convinced Jack is onto something big.
Innovative book in great condition. Maybe you need to go to med school so you can contact it BS? Whether he's right. I
would never have considered having anything published without thorough editing by another person. Instead it really is
dominated by people like him and others that provide half-baked information, that produce you want to throw the
publication into the fireplace. Just what a waste of time. I'll post an update easily make it all the way through.
Gardening, working with wool, and simply looking at the sky. I've lost 80 pounds, earned a blue belt in Wing Chun Gung
Fu, and I feel young. This publication explains why this worked for me. And as someone who hasn't trusted doctors, it
helps me understand my medical tests for even more educated discussions with my doctors. I currently had followed a
paleo diet plan because I decided to eat how my great-grandma did because they weren't unwanted fat as we are today.
Oh and I quit smoking because I don't want my plasma oxidized. Many thanks for stating my hormones will check better
now. Health, in my opinion, is so a lot more and Dr Kruse shows you the pathway to optimization in this reserve. Or as a
medical school class? Good way to obtain informations on health You will discover plenty informations on cell biology,
diseases and healthy living. I also found it frustrating that if you go to his website to reference something, you
essentially have to pay lots of money for clarification/program. Some parts of the book could possibly be difficult to
comprehend for not really medical people. Be open to lifestyle change A life changing publication that gives the reader a
fresh look into the future of their health, that up up to now they they have only dreamed about. If this noises absurd to
you then you are most likely someone who simply looks at "healthy" as the lack of (noticeable) disease. Haha, need
those for this new body! I have to question if these same "critics" hold their primary care service provider to the same
degree of accountability while they are becoming prescribed a variety of medications. One of the most common
complaints I have read is the complexity of the info presented or the inability to "dumb it down" to the reader's level.
After reading some of the responses in these reviews, actually the harmful remarks in the reviews that are positive, I
have to admit I am a little stumped by the idea process some of these people keep. Starts with conspiracy theory of
companies and doctors intentionally making patients ill to market drugs. A must read Wow - an excellent read, however
the last chapter ties it all together and places it into perspective. Do they ask about your current diet therefore they
could determine possible adverse interactions with meals? Did they describe how this medicine could interact with
other medications , that weren't correctly explain? Not forgetting the grammatical errors and wrong words occasionally
(using a word that could pass the spellchecker but incorrect in the written text). It's a shame as I noticed his interview
on Gaia Television which was great, but then I hit hte road blocks. I was searching for a book that explained Paleo from
the scientific perspective, with a audio medical basis. Kruse to find you to definitely edit this book who has at least



some understanding of the subject in order that many sections could possibly be stated more clearly. I've had a excess
weight problem for the majority of my 68 years, and i just finished a few rounds of the hCG diet, which resulted in a
total loss of 92 pounds. Did they demand their Doctor explain the mechanism of action, hormonal pathways or reduced
amount of pathways and unwanted effects? Projecting today's better details backward in time, saying that what we now
understand was bad advice, was presented with to the general public intentionally. Self-serving, spends a great deal of
time letting you know how dedicated he is, how great he's, continuously refers you to his web site. Writing design is
certainly poor. Uses many worn out quotations and clichés, and will not credit sources. How many moments did he
compose, "people don't care how much you know until they know how much you care"?
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